3D Printing
A Brief Introduction
By Chuck Wardin

First – What It Isn’t
• It isn’t the equivalent of 2d printing simply
extended to 3d
– We are used to paper printers to work on command
– From almost any program just hit “print” and out like
magic comes the printed document - So easy, we
don’t really think about it much
– 3D printing is much slower than paper printing. It’s
not unusual for a large print to take 10 hours or more.
– 3D printing is more on par with woodworking, sewing,
pottery etc. where an additional level of skill and
knowledge is needed.

Now What it is
A better name might be small batch
manufacturing
• A digital design is created or obtained
• The design is converted in to instructions the
printer can understand
• The converted design is sent to the printer
which meticulously deposits material a tiny bit
at a time until the part is completed

Two Common Types of 3D Printers
FDM (Fused Deposition Modeling)
• Plastic filament fed from a spool
is precisely pulled into a heating
section and extruded onto a
surface
• The most common for home use
and recommended for beginners
• Lots of different materials
available to make strong, colorful,
inexpensive prints
• All of my experience and the
focus of the remainder of this
introduction is with FDM printers

Resin Based (SLA, DLP, etc)
• Also popular for home use but
with several advantages and
disadvantages
• Generally can print much finer
detail than FDM printers
• The resin is often toxic and must
be handled carefully
• The maximum size a print can be
is usually much smaller as
compared to FDM printers
• Post processing such as curing the
resin is required

A Closer Look - Design
Design Your Own
• Many free programs are available
for designing which are suitable for
or specifically made for 3D printing
• Might begin by hand drawing a
sketch or taking careful
measurements of an object to
replicate
• For many, this is the hardest part of
the 3D printing learning curve
• Many very good tutorials for the
design programs are available on
youtube

Use Existing Designs
• Many people choose instead to
download existing designs.
• There are dozens of sites and
literally millions of designs available
on the internet, most free some for
a small fee
• If you want a new case for your
iphone, it will be a snap to find
several designs to choose from and
can be printed for a fraction of the
cost of buying a case.
• However, very specific items such
as a replacement knob for a 25 year
old blender likely fall in the “Design
your own” category

A Closer Look - Slicing
Once the design file is ready it needs to be converted to something the
printer can work with – a process called slicing – oddly enough using a
program called a slicer
• A slicer often has hundreds of setting it uses in order to work
– Fortunately, you can usually begin with a preset and tweak just a few of those
many settings to your liking

• Common settings that may need changing
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Temperature (of nozzle and of heat bed)
Infill density
Layer height
Number of perimeters
Supports
Quantity
Cooling

• The slicer outputs a “gcode” file. A text file with very low level
instructions (e.g. move the print head 3mm in the positive x direction
“G1 X3.0”)

A Closer Look - Printing
Once the gcode file is ready it’s time to prep the printer and start the print
job.
• Prep
– Load the filament that matches the gcode into the printer if it isn’t already loaded
– Clean and perhaps coat the print bed for just the right adhesion

• Deliver the gcode file to the printer
– Can be by networking (either natively supported by the printer or though a 3rd
party accessory)
– Virtually all printers support plugging in either an SD card or a thumb drive directly
to it to deliver the file.

• Start the Print
– Best practice is to watch for a few minutes to make sure everything is working ok
and check back every so often
– Depending on the print size and a number of the slicer settings the print could be
ready in just a few minutes (for a whistle for example) or sometime tomorrow for
something much larger

What Could Will Go Wrong
With experience print failures will become fewer, but they are always a
part of the 3D printing experience.
•
•
•
•
•

•

The print detaches from the print bed, making a mess resembling and
commonly called spaghetti
The finished print adheres too greatly to the print bed and either the print or
the print bed gets damaged during the removal process
The reel of filament gets a tangle in it and quits feeding, the printer is then
printing air.
The nozzle jams up – not super common, but a pain when it happens
Layer shift – for various reasons after one layer prints the next layer which
should be exactly on top of the previous is shifted in one direction or another.
Depending on the extent, this can be a minor visual artifact or makes the print
unusable
Power outage – Nine hours into a print the power goes out. Some printers can
recover from this – at least in some cases.

What Will Go Right
Functional Prints
• You will get exactly what you need to solve a problem exactly
when you need it
• A very precise fit is possible (within a fraction of a mm)
• If by chance, the piece breaks you can simply print it again
(maybe with a slight redesign for strength or printed with a
stronger material)
Other Prints
• Fun and often colorful
• Puzzles, Decorations, Figurines, etc.

I was on the fence for a long time
I was afraid I would use the printer a few times and then it might
start collecting dust
This was the nudge:
• The plate offered by the
manufacturer was $100 and
heavy ( and more than I paid
used for the recorder itself)
• I then saw a plastic plate
offered on ebay – but still at
$50. I noticed it said it was
3d printed…
• So instead of buying that I
spent a lot more and bought
my own 3d printer and I
designed and printed my own
version

Examples

What to Look for when Buying a
Printer
Important Features:
• Auto Bed Leveling
• Power Outage Recovery
• Filament Runout Detection
• Type of print bed (e.g., flexible steel plate vs glass)
• Thermal Runaway Protection
Other Features
• Print Bed Size
• Support for higher temperature materials
Other Considerations
• True Kit, mostly assembled, or fully assembled
• Open Source or Proprietary - (applies to hardware, software, and filament)
• Quality of after sales support

Try it Out Before You Buy
• The Roane State Maker Space in Crossville has
several 3d printers available for use after
taking a one afternoon or evening orientation
course
• If you do decide to buy and choose an “Ender
3” printer, they also have a course that, as part
of the tuition supplies the kit and walks you
through the assembly

However
While the Ender 3 is very affordable and popular it is best suited
for someone who:
• Is willing to invest some more money to upgrade the machine
from the base configuration
• Is also willing to invest some time to tweak the machine to get
the best performance from it
• Doesn’t expect to need much in the way of support from the
company

My Three Sons Two Printers
Prusa MK3S (Kit)

Ender 3

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Cost 3 times or more the cost of an
Ender 3
No upgrades needed to get rolling
Assembly is involved (plan on a
weekend working on and off)
The assembly instructions are
outstanding - optionally can buy fully
assembled
Support is outstanding
I highly recommend
I don’t recommend adding the MutiMaterial Unit option (MMU)

•

•
•
•

Inexpensive (some configurations sub
$200)
Can get by without upgrades but
some greatly improve the experience
and in one case safety
Is mostly pre-assembled (assembly
time maybe an hour)
Instructions not great and can
depend on the reseller
Support dependent on reseller and is
virtually non-existent in some cases

Potential Middle Ground
Prusa Mini
• Price point between the Ender and the Prusa
MK3S
• Easy Assembly
• Outstanding Support
• Feature Packed out of the box
• Smaller print size than the previous two printers
• Very popular – currently has long lead times

What Material to Use
TPU
PC

ABS

PVA
PLA
ASA
PETG

NYLON
PVB

When first starting stick
with 2:
• PLA (or a variant such
as PLA Plus or PLA Pro)
• PETG
Will likely be the 2 used
most often in the long
run as well

PLA vs PETG
PLA

PETG

• Inexpensive and lots to choose
from
• Strong but can be brittle
• Not suitable for high heat
situations (think melted cassette
tapes left in a car during summer)
• Plant based - the most ecofriendly of plastics
• Glues to many materials easily
• PLA + is a variant that has many
of the same benefits of PLA while
being less brittle and more heat
resistant. Costs a few dollars
more per KG spool than plane ol’
PLA

• Just slightly more expensive
than PLA and plentiful as well
• Strong without being brittle
• Better for the high heat or
direct sun situations
• Easily recycled, but left on its
own in a landfill would take
decades to break down
• Can be difficult to get a good
glue bond between PETG and
just about anything. Special
epoxy for plastic works most
of the time.

You May Be Thinking…
OK I can get by just fine with PLA and PETG but I am curious
about the other materials
Material

The Big Plus

The Big Minus

ABS

Once the most popular material for
home 3d printing. Is still widely
available and reasonably priced

Harder to print, may require an enclosure to
prevent warping. Emits unpleasant (some say
harmful) fumes when printing

TPU

A flexible material. Can range from
somewhat flexible to very rubber like

Pricier than PLA or PETG. Not all printers will
handle it well and in general can be difficult to
print

PVB

Can be smoothed with alcohol vapor
to remove the layer lines for a nice
aesthetic.

Needs equipment to provide the alcohol vapor
environment. More expensive.

ASA

Some call it the “new ABS” Strong and
can be smoothed with acetone vapor
like ABS but is easier to print and
doesn’t have the issue with fumes.

Like ABS an enclosure is recommended to
prevent warping. Acetone vapor is much more
flammable than the alcohol vapor used with
PVB if smoothing is desired.

Filament Brands
Once you’ve decided on the type of filament you need to select a brand. A lot can vary
brand to brand
• Dimensional consistency
• Moisture content
• Spool Winding
• Etc.
Brands
• Prusament – Outstanding in all categories, pricier than most.
• Overture – Excellent and reasonablly priced – especially like their PLA Plus
• Hatchbox – Also Excellent
• Polymaker – Has a large variety of excellent more exotic filaments (e.g., polysmooth)
• eSun – Only used their PETG which worked well. Come on nice reusable spools
• Others – Check the reviews on Amazon and buy only one spool to start. What works
great for some may not stick to your print bed at all. Even cruddy generic filament can
be used successfully for some purposes

Case Study – Hotshoe Adapter

• Got one adapter, but in this one instance two
are needed
• Not sure where to find locally
• Can order on-line but don’t want to wait
• Could a suitable adapter be 3D printed?

Case Study - Assessment
Will the plastic threads
be strong enough or
should a metal threaded
insert be used?

What material
would work?

Can I design it?

Will the resulting
design be printable?

Will this be
strong enough?

Case Study - Result
• Was easy to design
• Seems plenty strong
enough (unless really
abusing it)
• Printed in PETG for
strength
• Approximate cost: $0.10

Appendix

Design software and sources for 3D printing
Name

Summary

URL

Fusion 360

Excellent program for 3d printing. Free for hobbyists. Annual
renewal needed and process can be confusing. Initial learning
curve is pretty steep. Parametric based so tweaking a design
is easy.

https://www.autodesk
.com/products/fusion360/personal

Freecad

Many of the same features as Fusion 360 and some only
available on the paid version of fusion. Also parametric and
also has a learning curve. Free for both hobby and
professional use.

https://www.freecadw
eb.org/

TinkerCad

Beginner friendly, web based design program. After time it
may be limiting as compared with other programs. Free.

https://www.tinkercad
.com/

Openscad

Really only for those comfortable programming, it’s a design
by scripting approach. Free

https://openscad.org/

Many
more

A lot of programs compared at this sight including design and
slicer programs

https://all3dp.com/1/b
est-free-3d-printingsoftware-3d-printerprogram/

Appendix

Helpful Youtube Channels for 3D printing
Channel

Summary

3D Printing
Nerd

Entertaining, broad coverage including printer reviews, industry trends,
experiments and more

Teaching Tech

Has a number of “getting started” videos and is a great channel for learning
how to make upgrades to a printer. Also does printer reviews. How to test for
thermal runaway safety.

Makers Muze

Several beginner videos, printer reviews, interesting designs

Others of note Uncle Jessie, Chep, CNC Kitchen

Models to download

Appendix

Name

Summary

Printables.com

Run by the people who make the Prusa printer, but for all printers. New
and growing fast. Incentives to be active on their site (e.g., free filament as
a potential reward)

Thingiverse.com

The largest repository which can be good and bad. Many of the models are
high quality, but some are not. For a long time, this was the go to site, but
that’s beginning to change

Thangs.com

Nice site that can search other sites as well as it’s own. Clean easy to use
interface

Cults3d.com

Very high quality, curated models. Many are free but some here sell for a
reasonable price.

Grabcad.com

Lots of high quality models. Open to all, but targets industrial users so the
website can be intimidating

Myminifactory.co Similar to Cults3d in that there are free and for pay high quality curated
models.
m

Appendix

Vendors
Name

Summary

prusa3d.com

Printers, accessories, Filimament, and a good blog

Materhackers.co
m

Printers, filament (including some exotic filaments), tutorials

Printedsolid.com

Printers, filaments, enclosures

All3dp.com

Reviews, comparisons, tutorials, affiliate links to other sites

Amazon

Lots of filament available and many quite good. Also many printers and
printer sellers – can be difficult to find the gems among the lemons.

